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Drafted RESOULTIONS Placed by the Committee 

Merger Issue 

The AIC held at Jabalpur on Oct 10th to 12th, 2014 stoutly opposes the merger of 

MTNL with BSNL in the name of  Amalgamation/Absorption/Acquisition on the 

following grounds. 

a. There is no guarantee for the financial viability of  resultant entity, as Govt has 

decided not  to give any budgetary support to the telecom psus 

b. MTNL  is a disinvested entity and when it gets merged with the unlisted BSNL, 

then the unlisted company would be burdened to give back the shares of the 

holders when demanded as per the company act 2013.. There is no guarantee for 

Govt to plough back all the disinvested money with interest to the resultant 

company 

c. As per the M&A telecom policy of GOI , the excess spectrum beyond 4.4 mhz 

should be levied as per the market price and this would cause serious impact on  

financials of the already suffering BSNL.. there is no govt guarantee for any 

exemptive clause and no reimbursing of LF and SF 

d. Pitroda, PSU committees, BRPSE, Deloitte all the committees mentioned about the 

over bloating of employees in BSNL and suggesting ways to shed one lakh 

employees thro various options.  Adding 40000 more of MTNL would cause serious 

impacts on the financials of the BSNL/ resultant entity on the heads of salary Bill 

and Pensionary contribution.. there is no guarantee from the DOT or GOI for  

providing full compensation for the new burden 

e. The employees of resultant entity would face difficult and tough environment for 

any  future wage revision as per DPE guidelines/ Bilateral wage negotiations as 

DOT may oppose the same in the name of 60 %  pensionary orders 

f. MTNL employees were given Pension parity retrospectively even those retired 

before 1-10-2000 to expeditite the merger plan..Unfortunately there is no 

guarantee for pay parity to BSNL employees as lesser pay scales were settled to 

BSNL employees quoting the special privilege of GOVT pension.. MTNL employees 

would continue with higher pay scales for some more years until new wage revision 

is settled and this would cause serious discrimination to BSNL employees. 

g. There are differences in Promotional policy, RR, Leave rules and medical facility.  

It is not cleared by any draft or guarantee ‘how the compatibility of HR policies’ 

would be either  from  both the managements  of BSNL and MTNL or from the 

administrative ministry DOT 
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h.   BSNL Employees were  given option to BSNL to get pension from 37A and MTNL 

employees were given option to MTNL to get pension from 37 A and if any 

resultant new entity comes what will happen to option positions and this one is not 

yet  clarified 

 

 

PLI 
The AIC appreciate the efforts taken by our CHQ in making to bring the 

management from its profit linked position into productivity linked position. 

Unfortunately citing agreement of the wage revision, the management is dodging 

the issue of settling PLI as per the guidelines of DPE. In the PLI committee, we 

have submitted our PLI note on the basis of improved DELs and connections/ 

QOS and new area of jobs without even proper training. But management is not 

for any PLI for the years 2011, 12, 13 as per the guidelines of DPE. Management 

is trying hard to push PMS parameters for the PLI on the basis of DOT MOU 

and prescribing KPI for 2014-15 and not coming out details like quantum of 

bonus for excellent scorings, for VG and for GOOD. The new KPI  is also having 

conditionality that there will not be any Bonus/PLI if the scoring is below 60. 

 

As per the scoring of territorial circles, no circle is getting 80 and most of the 

circles are below 50 only. The AIC after detailed discussion rejects the PMS 

based KPI for PLI. The AIC demands that there should be a minimum bonus to 

every employee without linking the same with any performance /KPI. Over and 

above if employees/executives are eligible to PRP then that can be based on PBT 

and incentives that can be based on performance. For this year pooja , the AIC 

demands minimum 3500 as adhoc bonus as designing a  formula  is getting 

delayed. 

 

Wage Revision 

The AIC held at Jabalpur on oct 10th to 12th appeals the GOI/DPE to issue proper 

guidelines for revision of wages to PSU Employees. The earlier directive of GOI is that 

the periodicity of Wage revision would be less than 10 years that is before 2017. In 

order to empower the PSUs to initiate Bilateral Wage Negotiation, fresh guidelines of 

DPE is needed. 

The AIC also demands the GOI/DPE to issue 50 percent IDA merger guidelines as IDA 

is reaching closer to 100 percent. 
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NOV 27th Strike 

The AIC demands that the BSNL Management should settle the long pending issues of 

Non-executive employees, presented in the 30 point charter of demands.  If the 

management is not settling the issues then the call of JAC- one day strike on Nov 27th 

is inevitable. 

The AIC directs all our members and appeals to all non-executive employees to 

participate and make the strike call every success. 

 

 

Withdraw July 2006   60% guidelines 

 

  BSNL employees have been assured by the cabinet during the time of 

corporatization that  their pension is  guaranteed by the  GOI and distributed 

from the consolidated fund .Shri Nirupendra Mishra then  chairman TC and  

secy DOT  has given written  assurances  and guidelines that BSNL contribution 

would be as per FR116 and reguranteed GOvt pension  for the  BSNL absorbed 

employees .Unfortunately this provision was  confused and  changed in a most 

disadvantageous  way by the DOT guidelines dated 15-6-2006 linking 60 %  of 

receipts ceiling for the pension burden to GOI    to the new entity BSNL and 

absorbed employees against the guaranteed provisions 

 Our repeated appeals to DOT and GOI, not to shirk the responsibility by going 

away and violating the assurances given is turned negative till date.  The 60% 

Clause has been invoked every time by DOT to get assurances from BSNL 

whenever any financial improvement is given to employees. For 78.2 to 

pensioners, DOT has clarified to DOE that excess payment of pensionary outgo 

has started from the year 2011 onwards.  

The AIC apprehends that the existence of this clause and invoking that 

clause for every pension oriented issue would seriously hamper the 

guarantee given by GOI for pension from CFI and pension on IDA given by 

DOT. 

The AIC strongly feels that a serious united struggle movement by all the unions 

and associations of BSNL and MTNL only would ensure the employees to nullify 

that dangerous 60 % clause of 15-6-2006 and getting order from GOI to pay 
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pension contribution as on actual pay without any discrimination to BSNL and 

MTNL. The AIC appeals to the new MOC to take appropriate steps to nullify 

that order of DOT. 

 

The AIC appeals the GOI to allow BSNL also to pay pension Contribution on 

actual Pay. 

 

On Deloitte Recommendations 

 

The AIC rejects the most impractical recommendations of Deloittee which 

aiming to dismantle our network and dismember BSNL from the space of 

technological independence.  

The present SSA/ Business Area unit concept is nearer and closer to customers 

and any reorganization without consulting the stake holders like consumer 

Councils and Trade unions would do more harm than any good for business. 

 

The present SSA areas may be given some facelift in the angles of Sales -

marketing and customer centric aspects. Circle heads may be empowered to 

reorganize the areas without harming the interests of employees as and when 

necessity is felt with the consultation of Trade unions and other stakeholders. 

 

 Second restructuring of cadres on the lines of sales, marketing, Customer 

service and IT is the need of the hour. Employees may be given proper and 

suitable training on these jobs to excel in the competitive scenario. Postponing 

any discussion on this aspect and linking the fate of Non Executives with 

Deloittee is not good for the health of the Company as well as employees 

 

The AIC appeals the management to discuss with the unions before taking any 

decision to avoid industrial unrest. 

 

Functioning of Works committee 

The AIC expresses its displeasure that no attention is given to works committee 

functioning in most of the SSAs and appeals to the administration and members 

of works committees to evince serious attention on the functioning of works 

committees. The corporate guidelines in this regards are very clear and useful 

for improving our business and quality of services. The AIC strongly feels that 

once proper functioning of works committee is ensured then visible changes  are 

rest assured in that area.  
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Annual plan for that SSA, fault clearance in time, customer delivery, availability 

of materials and supply all can be discussed and achieved. The AIC directs our 

District/Circle Unions to take the matter with utmost seriousness and ensure 

better functioning of committees 

 

Though the management assured that WC at the level of Circle would also be 

constituted, the assurance is yet to be realized. The AIC demands that WC 

should be formed at all levels including the level of Circle and All India so that 

material paucity and quality of services, non profitable tariff/commercial 

activities can be discussed and sorted out with workmen participation 

experience. 

 

 

Tower Company 

 

BSNL management has appointed a consultant KPMG for the formation of 

separate Tower Company. This has been assured to DOT thro MOU and timeline 

is also fixed to execute the job. 

The AIC strongly feels that the ultimitate aim of formation of separate tower 

company is to dismantle the entire asset and network and handover the same to 

Private in the name of strategic partner.  

KPMG has suggested transferring thousands of employees to the tower company. 

This would cause immense harm to the employees and officers on the issue of 

guarantee of Pension and Job security and other service conditions. As stake 

holder NFTE- BSNL opposes any such move to dismantle the public network and 

risking employees’ future. The AIC appeals to the entire TUs join together to 

fight out the sinister move of the government to safeguard our public network. 

 

 

 

Functioning of National council and Councils at various levels 

 

After 6th Verification National council met 3 times,  to some extent keeping the 

periodicity. The formation of Standing Committee and its meeting to bring the 

issue to conclusion is also a welcoming step. But the spirit and practice of 

national council to bring the items to near conclusion or decision after discussion 
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in the council itself is not found. More than 40 Items are getting delayed even 

after 6 months of discussion. 

 

The administrative delay to issue orders on the issues having some consensus/ 

tacit approval is causing concern and eroding the spirit of Bilateralism. The AIC 

appeals to the management to improve the efficiency of National council by 

avoiding the time delay in decision making on the discussed items 

 

Councils at Circle/SSA levels are not formed in 50 percent areas and not 

functioning properly and indifference is felt by our representatives. The AIC 

appeals to the corporate management to instruct and monitor effectively the 

functioning of Councils at Circle and SSA levels , which alone would help to 

settle the grievances of employees across the table and ensure industrial peace. 

 

 

Compassionate Appointments 

 

 The AIC held at Jabalpur feels that it is high time to review the weight age 

system of CGA based on the experiences of the last 7 years. The erstwhile 

system evolved in 2007 has its own defects and cases have been brought to the 

knowledge of the management. 

Delayed appointments, inaccurate calculation of vacancies and indigent 

conditions, denial of genuine cases are some of the telling experiences of the 

last years. 

 

Management is not yet considering our repeated requests of giving some 

concessional weight age for the families of SC ST seeking CGA.  The AIC 

appeals the management to consider the demand and amend the present weight 

age suitably. 

 

The AIC strongly feels that any change in CGA policy abolishing appointments is 

unwarranted and directs CHQ to stand against the move of the management. 

The AIC demands the management to give up any such move to avoid industrial 

unrest 

 

 

LTC MRS Restoration 
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The AIC appeals the management to reconsider and withdraw its order 

suspending LTC, MRS without voucher and Leave Encashment. Employees have 

already lost 1000 crores by losing the facilities and shared the financial burden 

of BSNL. 

No allowances have been revised since the last two pay revisions, comparing 

other PSUs and CG employees. The AIC stoutly feels that the management 

should not burden the heads of employees to solve the financial crisis emanated 

due to the policy of earlier Government.  

The AIC demands the management not to impose the cuts further and restore 

the facilities at the earliest. 

 

78.2 To Pensioners 

 

The issue of 78.2 to post 2007 and pre 2007 pensioners are getting delayed in 

one or other premises and causing concerns to all the stake holders. DOT has 

opined to DOE that no cabinet approval is needed to post 2007 pensioners. 

 

The AIC appeals to DOT/DOE to expedite the process and settle the issue of 

78.2 to all the pensioners including pre 2007 pensioners without further delay. 

 

 

Kudos to Our scientists 

 

The AIC appreciates the efforts of our Scientists for the successful entry of 

Mangalyan’s – a low cost MARs Orbiter Mission (MOM) into the orbit of Red 

Planet. It is a triumph of Indian space science and Engineering.  

 

We wish the task of Mangalyan for the next six months around MARs for 

collection of useful data and finding any presence of any marking of life. 

 

 

 

Policy and Programme 

The AIC held at Jabalpur from Oct 10 to Oct 12th of 2014 resolves the following 

policy and programme. 
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The UPA government has been defeated because of its unpopular anti-people 

economic policies. The pro corporate neo liberalism led the Government to all 

corrupt practices and nonstop inflation. The price rise, hike in the prices of 

petroleum products and food articles, unemployment, job shedding and safety 

concerns of womenfolk caused a serious crisis and led the Manmohan Singh 

government to doom. 

The New Govt under the leadership of Shri Narendra Modi has assumed Office. In 

the last few months there have been tall talks. Unfortunately the railway budget 

and the general budget and various other announcements of the Modi Govt are 

causing concern to us. It seems that the new Govt is following the same footsteps 

of the earlier govt in its economic policy. It seems that it is more aggressive in 

dismantling public sectors by expediting disinvestment and unleashing FDI in all 

sectors including defence and railways. It seems that that the Govt is in hurry to 

tighten the labour laws by amending Contract labour laws, Factory acts and 

apprentice acts, etc., favouring employers. 

The Central trade Unions after taking note of all these negative trends have 

decided to focus on the ill effects and called upon all the workers to participate    

…...  NFTE urges all its members to be a part of all these mainstream movements. 

Successive Governments have been claiming that the neoliberal policies are greatly 

successful in Telecom and the growth factor vouchsafes the same. Unfortunately 

the policies of successive Governments have encouraged Private monopoly and 

restricted the space of public telecom and public capital in telecom which are vital 

for the security of our country. 

The NTP of 1994 gave licence to mobile services to the private only and 

liberalized telecom equipment and manufacturing sector. NTP 1999 dismantled DOT 

set up for network and service delivery and formed BSNL Govt Company. NTP 

2012 aims to dismantle all public network thro’ unbundling, monetizing OFC and 

Land assets, separate tower company, etc. It aims to bifurcate service delivery 

operators from network delivery. Creation of BBNL, efforts for Tower Corporation 

and privatizing the same are all proofs for the direction of the Govt. The AIC 

calls upon all our employees to stand in unison to safeguard our public network and 

valuable assets. 

The private Operators of Indian telecom are clever enough to influence the govt 

so that the policies are in favour of them. Getting licences, changing the rule of 

revenue sharing, spectrum sharing and doing business even in non licensed area, 

favorable debt equity ratio by arranging long term Bank Loans, changing the 
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policies of FDI are some of the steps creating advantageous climate for their 

revenue augmentation and profit accumulation at the cost of banking finance and 

foreign capital . 

BSNL has been in the loss mode for the last 4 years because of the ministerial 

intervention, legal battles, TRAI policies declaring ADC illegal and drying out its 

reserves in Banks for acquiring 3G-BWA. BSNL is not allowed to procure its 9 

crore expansions and thereby lost its market space. The policies of Govt have 

made BSNL in deep crisis in all aspects like investment, procurement and cash 

flow. 

DOT and BSNL management wants to solve the crisis at the cost of employees 

attributing employees cost for all the ills of BSNL. Committees since Pitroda have 

been suggesting one lakh VRS and disinvestment to make the entity thin. DOT has 

been advocating restructuring of equity, organization and manpower. Deloitte has 

been appointed for the same. 

The new Govt, specially its new MOC is agreeing the fact that all the ills of BSNL 

are yester-Govt tuned policies and assuring that his ministry is for revival of 

BSNL. Unfortunately some of the moves of the new Govt also in the dotted lines 

of yester- govt - like merger of loss making net worth eroded unit MTNL and 

urging implementation of Deloitte recommendations, etc. 

The AIC calls upon all the employees to understand the designs and implement the 

calls of NFTE/ JAC/Forum with utmost unity to safeguard our Job security, 

pension and viability. 

  The AIC is concerned about the 30 charter of demands of non executives and 

the indifference shown by the management in settling the issues. The delaying 

tactics in the name of financial crisis is not going to help and may be 

counterproductive. Even demands that need no financial implications are getting 

delayed.  It is resolved to solve the demands in a reasonable time thro’ 

negotiations, failing which thro’ joint struggles. 

For ensuring quality of service and expansion of business and improving work 

culture, we should strengthen the functioning of works committees. Failure on this 

front would cause immense harm to our future.  

Utmost utility of Councils at all levels is necessary to settle the grievances of 

employees at the respective levels. The optimum use of the negotiating forum is a 

must. Utmost care should be taken for the unity of staff side to focus the 
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demands in one voice. Workshop for Council members should be organized to 

improve the functioning of councils. 

It is expected from the present Modi Govt that the assurances and guarantees of 

earlier Vajpayee NDA Govt during the time of corporatisation should be honoured. 

CHQ will take appropriate action including the strike struggles to restore the 

financial health of the company by demanding the GOVt/DOT to return back 6500 

crores BWA/3G, loan waiver etc. 

 

 

 


